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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

SCOPE OF POST OCCUPANCY EVALUATION

The Ministry of Education (MoE) commissioned Opus International Consultants Ltd to undertake a Post Occupancy
Evaluation (POE) of the buildings and immediate exterior at Endeavour School, Flagstaff, Hamilton. The purpose
of the review in accordance with the commissioning brief was to: Evaluate the effectiveness of the design and procurement process.
Evaluate the end product of the completed school facility in terms of its compliance with the MoE guidelines.
Evaluate the performance of the completed school as a suitable learning environment. The aim of the evaluation
survey is to identify the positive and negative aspects of the new school project and give recommendations that will
increase the effectiveness of future school development projects. These aspects have been identified through an
interview with key school staff, observations made by the survey team, and ad-hoc discussions with staff and users
during the survey of the school. The key recommendations identified have been categorised into two sections,
general and school specific.
This report and evaluation has been prepared based upon the MoE standards, the building code and relevant NZ
standards in place at the time of the design and construction of the school. Comparing the school’s design and
specification to these sources provides comparative observations which will help inform the continued evolution of
the MoE’s guidelines.

1.2

BACKGROUND

Endeavour School is a state primary school for students in Years 0 to 6. The school is located at Endeavour Avenue,
Flagstaff, Hamilton. The school accepts students from the north east area of Hamilton. The school initially opened
with a roll of 140 students which has risen significantly to a current roll of approximately 290.
Endeavour School is directly opposite a public park, and positioned in amongst residential properties. The school
consists of three main buildings and a caretaker’s store / bicycle storage shelter. Buildings A and B contain general
learning spaces, with the admin block attached to Building A. The library and multi-purpose spaces are contained
within Building C.
The school was designed by AECOM in 2014 and built by Foster Construction Limited. The school was constructed
in two stages. Stage one accommodated 400 students, with stage two adding learning spaces and bringing the
school’s capacity to 600 students. The school was ready for Term one in 2015, officially opening at the start of 2015.

1.3

CONCLUSION

Endeavour School presents a strong modern learning environment in response to a growing need for primary
education in this suburb of Hamilton.
There are many positive aspects within the school which are the result of a good approach to design and suitable
specification. The internal features within the school are of a good quality, fit for purpose, accessible, compliant and
easy to operate.
While the outside space is well regarded and is considered to add a resource to the learning experience, there have
been some issues with quality of the playing surfaces and the provision of shading to some of the outside space.
In conclusion, the school’s needs are met and the property meets New Zealand and Ministry of Education standards
and specifications in place at the time of design. Some minor specification and accommodation issues are capable
of being rectified relatively easy which will offer more versatile space. The staff and head of school reported that they
are happy with the facilities.
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1.4

KEY OUTCOMES

Findings of this Post Occupancy Evaluation indicate that the staff and head of school are happy with the facilities.
The design of the school meets relevant standards and specifications in place at the time the design was completed.
A number of specific design elements were identified at Endeavour School that show good practice. These include:


The ventilation for the school is provided by a passive ventilation system supplemented by ceiling fans. The
ceiling fans allow the school to stay cool in summer days. The major benefit of this is the energy cost savings to
the school.



The pickup and drop off zone is well positioned at the front of the school separate from the carpark area. Its
simple uncomplicated design means parents utilise it well for dropping children off in a safe environment.



Services are well secured in a central maintenance cupboard for each building and do not protrude into
circulation spaces. This provides adequate protection for occupants and allows easy access for maintenance and
repairs by service contractors.



The multipurpose hall is considered very successful. It is a well-used, modern, purpose built hall that it is used
by outside groups up to 5 nights a week. The flooring is easy to clean; the outer roller doors allow openness,
ventilation and access.



The design and layout of general learning areas are considered by the user to be positive environments. The
open design allows several small groups to work well in a learning area. This is achieved by each space split by
a central “Y” shaped wall feature which allows a group to have quite separate and discreet space.



Use of sound deadening Autex on the walls has been well received by users and is seen to be effective. The
hardiness of the product and flexibility as a pin or display board is welcomed by the teachers. It has been very
effective at reducing damage to internal walls while also creating a good aesthetic within the learning areas.



The school has a rainwater harvesting/roof water catchment system with water storage tanks on the school
grounds. This is used for hose taps and toilets reducing the schools public water cost. By flowing this water into
tanks and using it for non-potable applications, the school has created a sustainable way to meet at least some
of its water demands.

1.5

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of general recommendations have been identified as a result of the survey and interview at Endeavour School.
These include:


Users of Endeavour School would like a greater amount of storage for teaching equipment, resources and
students’ equipment. They consider that this will help to declutter learning spaces.



Improvements to the specification of fencing & gates with regard to purpose, material and location would help
to ensure low maintenance and fitness for purpose.



Building Management System (BMS) need to be reviewed to produce appropriate user’s guides to ensure and
ease of operation by users.



Users have commented that the provision of shading to areas with outdoor seating would be a benefit. Provision
of shade sails over the outdoor seating areas would provide a quality and cost efficient way to provide good
covered areas for users, while facilitating the use of these spaces for outdoor learning.



Guidelines surrounding the detailing and installation of paved courts should be undertaken to ensure fit for
purpose playing surfaces.



The specification of heating capacity for spaces to avoid excessive numbers of heating and or ventilation units
could provide future benefits.
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1.6

ENDEAVOUR SCHOOL – SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Further comments specific to the findings of the survey at Endeavour School include:


The staff appreciated having multiple pedestrian routes into the school. As Endeavour School is adjacent to
council reserves and a public walkway linked to council car parking (not on Endeavour Avenue), there are
alternative locations for students to be dropped off and walk into school. This has reduced the congestion on
Endeavour Avenue at peak times.



Users have indicated that the shelter provided by the covered ways is ineffective. Larger overhangs or some
element of side protection would improve the usability of the covered ways during poor weather.



School users consider that the conversion of the board room into a full shared teacher work space will allow
teachers to do quiet work or to collaborate in smaller groups, as current areas for teachers to work outside of
learning spaces are limited.



Users believe that radiant heaters in the design room, library and gym have been making those spaces too hot.



Users found the limestone surface for the bike tracks to be a constant problem due to it sticking to people’s shoes
and being rubbed off onto surfaces within the school buildings.

1.7

COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS

The Ministry of Education wishes to understand how building standards and specifications are being met. This will help
the Ministry gauge their property solution at the school in terms of technical performance, functionality, operational
processes and examine buildings as they are used by various stakeholders.
A quantitative assessment of compliance has been undertaken for Endeavour School, based upon project and design
documentation provided by the MoE. This can be found within section 5 COMPLIANCE REGISTER of this report.
Additional compliance documentation can be found in Appendix 6.1 COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION.
The result of the quantitative compliance register is that Endeavour School has successfully complied with all relevant
Ministry of Education design guidelines, New Zealand Standards, NZ Building Code guidance and territorial
requirements applicable at the time of design and construction of the school that was assessed against.
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2

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
The evaluation methodology is based on the UK Building Research Establishment (BRE) early stage POE
methodology combined with specific MoE design requirements covering the procurement process from inception to
completion, as well as relevant New Zealand and territorial requirements and standards. The three main assessment
criteria used for the investigation are Process, Product and Performance.

PROCESS
This aspect of the POE seeks to identify how well the project performed using both a generic construction
industry assessment framework and the MoE design requirements. The information will be collated from
contract documentation provided by the MoE and interviews with MoE project representatives.

PRODUCT
This aspect of the evaluation seeks to understand the extent to which the facilities meet the core elements of the
MoE design requirements.

PERFORMANCE
The final element of the evaluation seeks to determine the contribution that the facilities make towards the MoE
goal of excellent educational outcomes. Three key elements of this assessment are functionality and fitness for
purpose.
The information gathered under the above assessment criteria is collected by way of an interview with key school
staff using a structured template of questions, one-to-one discussion with users of the school, observations and
measurements made during a survey of the buildings and grounds, and analysis of project documentation provided
by the MoE. The data is then collated under four headings in order to examine how specific building features perform
and compare to the MoE design criteria and relevant New Zealand and territorial standards and requirements of
the time for:  Accessibility
 Health & Safety
 Modern Learning Environments
 Sustainability

Figure 1
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3

BACKGROUND OF THE SCHOOL
Endeavour School is a state primary school for students in Years 0 to 6. The school was designed by AECOM
architects in 2014 and built by Foster Construction Limited. The school was constructed in two stages with stage
one accommodating for 400 students and stage two adding another 20o. The school was ready for Term one 2015,
officially opening at the start of 2015.
The school is located at Endeavour Avenue, Flagstaff, Hamilton within a 15 minute drive from the Waikato CBD. It
is in a suburban residential area opposite a public park and is in an area where most students walk to school. The
school accepts students from the north east area of Hamilton. The school initially opened with a roll of 140 students
which has risen significantly to a current roll of approximately 290. Additional buildings are planned in future years
which will give the school capacity for up to 600 students.
The main school buildings are a small maintenance shed and covered bike storage (E), a building containing a
multipurpose hall and library (C), and two separate single storey blocks for classrooms (A & B). These blocks are
open plan classrooms that can have a multitude of classes running in one block. They also feature breakout rooms
for individual student learning and wet areas. The administration block is attached to building A. Building D is
planned for future expansion of the school
The school has many onsite facilities for students including a playground, playing fields, courts and an outdoor
bicycle track for student use.

E

B

C

A

D

Figure 2 - Aerial – Endeavour School
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4

EVALUATION

4.1 ACCESSIBILITY
Positives:
 The pickup and drop off zone is well positioned at the front of the
school separate from the carpark area. This is in accordance with
MoE guidelines. The Principal commented its simple
uncomplicated design ensures ease of access by both parents and
students. See Figure 3.
 Vehicular circulation through the site is good due to the design
and clear marking in accordance with MoE criteria. The Principal
commented that very few problems had been encountered even
with the heavy vehicle numbers at peak school hours in the early
morning and afternoon periods. See Figure 4.

Figure 3

 The school has a clear internal pedestrian circulation route based
around covered walkways which link the separate buildings. This
is easy to follow due to the compact site design and the way the
buildings sit in relation to those pathways. See Figure 5.
 Many students living in the area walk to school. Their access into
the school is well supported by two unmarked “care crossings”
setup on either entrance way into the school.

Figure 4

 All school blocks have accessible toilets located next to student
toilets. The accessible facilities also include accessible showers.
There is also space within these areas that allows accessible hoists
to be installed in the future. As the school has no disabled students
these facilities have not needed to be used. See Figure 6.
 The Principal commented that when the school initially opened
reception and individual learning areas were not easily found by
visitors to the site. The school has subsequently added more
signage to improve wayfinding. Users in the school confirm this
has been successful in solving the problem. See Figure 7.

Figure 5

 The automatic window controls are at an accessible height for all
users.
 Emergency call/panic buttons are installed inside all accessible
toilets, aside from in the admin block which the Principal believes
may not have been installed due to the permanent presence of
staff in this area.
Figure 6

Negatives:
 It was confirmed by the school that in the early days of the school
opening there was a need for staff to manage parents driving
students to school to ensure the drop of zone is used correctly.
This had to be done to relieve the initial congestion problems.
 Building entrances and walkways between buildings provide little
cover from the effects of the weather. Users consider the canopies
above walkways are too narrow to give adequate protection in
adverse weather conditions.

Figure 7
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 There is no internal access or external covered route provided
between the administration areas and the learning areas within
the same building.
 The school main entrance is marked as an accessible entrance (has
accessibility sign adjacent), but is non-compliant. The width is
less than required for an accessible doorway. See Figure 8. There
is an alternative accessible entry to the reception area around the
side, which is compliant.
 The Principal commented that the staff carpark is already over
capacity and many of his staff are parking off site. He commented
that this problem will only get worse as the school grows and more
staff are employed.

Figure 8

 Controls of the underfloor heating are via the Building
Management System (BMS). The Principal commented he has
had difficulty changing options with the BMS system. See Figure
10.
 Staff have advised that the handover information provided at the
opening of the school is too complex for them to make use of.
Reportedly, it is not a user friendly template and there is too much
technical information to sift through for staff to be able
understand clearly. A simpler User Guide would have assisted
staff in understanding and being able to meet the maintenance
requirements of the system.

Figure 9

Figure 10

4.2 HEALTH AND SAFETY
Positives:
 Fencing is provided in line with MoE guidelines to the road and
all neighbouring property boundaries. The use of retractable gates
restricts after hours vehicle access to the school buildings. See
Figure 11.
 The exterior of the school is well lit with perimeter bulkhead lights
around the outside of the buildings and pole mounted exterior
lighting to the drop-off zone and staff car park area. See Figure 12.

Figure 11

 Services are well secured, being located in a lockable central
maintenance cupboard for each building. The service design has
avoided any protrusions into circulation routes where possible.
This provides protection for occupants and allows easy access for
maintenance and repairs by service contractors. See Figure 13.
 Ceiling mounted electric radiant heaters are correctly installed in
locations out of reach of students and staff. See Figure 14.
Figure 12
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 The health space is located directly behind the admin/reception
area. This allows easy oversight into the health space from
reception.
 Each building is equipped with a sounder type alarm system to
notify occupants when there is an emergency.
 The external tap provided in the bike area can only be used with a
key. This prevents unauthorised use by students.

Figure 13

 The school multipurpose hall is booked out five nights per week.
This aligns to stated objectives within the New Zealand Schools
Property Strategy and community use. The school is able to allow
external group’s access to the hall whilst ensuring the remainder
of the school is locked and secure.
 The staff room has good overview to the field and courtyard. This
allows staff the ability to monitor children during their break time.
 Building entrances are located to allow natural surveillance, have
good lighting and protection from weather.

Figure 14

 The school has a dedicated bicycle track and covered bicycle
storage used by students. The Principal commented that the
storage was very well provided for with adequate weather
protection, especially with the substantial canopy. See Figure 15 &
Figure 16.
 Toilet facilities are well signed and located and laid out for safety.
As a safety and security element, glass doors on either side of the
toilet lobby enable teachers to see if anyone is inside lobby/basin
areas without the need to physically enter the space.

Figure 15

Figure 16
Negatives:
 The back field areas are only accessible for emergency vehicles or
service vehicles through a pedestrian access way which is
controlled by the Council. Access is restricted by the use of
padlocked bollards which can be removed by emergency services
as required. This is a concern if the Council decided to cut off
access. See Figure 17.
 Entrance doors into toilets are on auto closers. Users have
reported that his has caused issues with students who are not
wearing shoes. There are reported incidents of toenails caught in
the gap between the door and frame and injuries occurring.
Figure 17
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 The school has a lockdown function. The Principal commented
that finding a safe place for children is difficult due to the large
glass windows on the majority of teaching spaces, See Figure 18.

Figure 18

4.3 MODERN LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Positives:
 The Principal commented that the hard court playing surfaces
provided were sufficient for the school numbers and well used by
students.
 Local families have donated trees to the school to create a useful
landscaped area on the eastern side of the school. This has
provided good community interaction and the Principal
commented it was good to have the trees which will provide
valuable shading for the school in future.

Figure 19

 The Principal commented that he believed the school playing
fields will still be adequate once the school was at full capacity. He
also advised that the playing surfaces had good grass cover at the
opening of the school which allowed for immediate use of the field.
See Figure 19.
 Drinking fountains are well provided for within the school with
each building having at least one tap. Fountains have both a
drinking outlet and a bottle-filling outlet. Taps are also provided
to the playing field and court area. See the fountain being used in
Figure 20.

Figure 20

 The open design in the general learning areas are considered by
users to work well, allowing learning in small groups. This is
achieved by each space being broken up by a central “Y” shaped
wall feature which allows a group to have discreet work space. See
Figure 21.
 Every learning area is equipped with a breakout room which
allows the space to be used by individual students or small groups.
Staff commented these worked well for older students who could
be trusted to work alone. The use of glass walls within these spaces
meant that staff could still monitor the areas and the activities of
the students. See Figure 22.

Figure 21

 Wet areas give students a different type of place to learn. The
Principal commented these areas are used for all different types of
activities, not just specific projects, and he liked the flexibility of
the space. See Figure 23.
 The Principal commented the multipurpose hall has been very
successful. He confirmed that the hall and it is well used by outside
groups, for up to five nights per week. The flooring is easy to clean;
the outer roller doors allow openness, ventilation and access. See
Figure 24.
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Figure 22

 The ventilation for the school is provided by a passive ventilation
system supplemented by ceiling fans. The Principal commented
that when the fans are turned on early in the day and windows
opened, the school had good ventilation throughout.
 The Principal indicated that the lighting system is good
throughout the school. In particular, the system is efficient and
does not create distracting glare in the learning spaces. See Figure
25.
 The Wi-Fi provided has good coverage throughout the school. The
school invested heavily in devices that were Wi-Fi compatible to
give flexibility of use throughout the school. Multimedia facilities
for video and audio are provided in all general areas. LAN is well
provided for as a resilient backup.

Figure 23

 Users indicated that the power supply for general and specialist
equipment requirements within the teaching spaces is sufficient
for their needs.
 The Principal commented the PA system works well and is well
placed so that it can be used to specifically inform individual areas
of school as the need arises.
 Health facilities provided at the school are seen as a successful
addition to the school by the users. They have appropriate
flooring, are easy to clean, have good sight, lockable cupboards
and beds provided. The Principal’s only concern was at full
capacity it might be too small.

Figure 24

 Room acoustics are considered to be good by the users occupying
the main teaching spaces. The use of Autex on many of the internal
wall surfaces has had the desired effect of keeping transfer noise
to a minimum.
Figure 25
Negatives:  Building eaves only provide limited cover (outdoor shading) for
students. There is no shading to outdoor seating. See Figure 26.
 Users confirmed that storage for students’ bags is insufficient.
Many of the shelves provided are not big enough to take students
books and belongings and there are not enough units to enable
each student occupying the teaching spaces to have an individual
space. See Figure 27.

Figure 26

 There is no established planting/tree shading in the areas
surrounding the playing fields. Staff reported that outdoor
learning was lessened by the lack of shaded areas. See Figure 19.
 Teachers have commented that they do not have adequate work
areas. There is no shared staff work space. To cope with this the
staff have adapted the board room for use as a work space. See
Figure 28.
 A server room was added to Building C. The Principal has
commented that this was unnecessary as the school use iCloud
storage to save information.
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Figure 27

 The Principal commented that the admin work space behind
reception is only sufficient for one or two people working, and is a
noisy and often-disrupted space. Staff advised that they would
have preferred some level of enclosure or separation between the
reception area and admin work space. See Figure 29.
 The users consider the maintenance shed is too small. The
concrete pad on which it sits is greater than the shed area. This
concrete area should have been used to enable a larger shed to be
installed.
 The Principal advised that the original paved playing courts had
an uneven surface and were poorly finished. The school tried to
remedy this by re-covering the area in “tiger turf” but this was not
sufficient to improve the uneven surface, which has large
undulations and slope to it. See Figure 30.

Figure 28

 The Principal felt there was too many landscaped areas covered in
bark chippings. He felt these areas would have been better left
grass to allow more flexible use of the space. He commented the
bark tends to wash away in bad rain.
 There was little protection provided for fixtures and fittings within
the school hall. The school had to install a cage on the projector to
protect it. An electric wall panel was replaced due to damage
resulting from the room being used for physical education classes.
See Figure 31.

Figure 29

 The Principal considers the library too small both for their full
catalogue, and for teachers to use as an additional teaching area.
 The Principal commented that lack of independent controls on the
radiant heaters, as well as the number of radiant heaters in the
space, has led to children overheating in the library, design room
and gym spaces. See Figure 32 within the library, which gives a
view to the number of radiant heaters installed.

Figure 30

 The Principal considers the underfloor heating as unsuitable, and
difficult to control to create the right temperature. It was noted
that this creates an uncomfortable working environment for
students.

Figure 31

Figure 32
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4.4 SUSTAINABILITY
Positives:  Use of sound deadening Autex on the walls has been well received
by users and is seen to be effective. The acoustic nature of the
product and its flexibility as a pin or display board is welcomed by
the teachers. See Figure 33.
 The school has a rainwater harvesting/roof water catchment
system with water storage tanks on the school grounds. This is used
for hose taps and toilets reducing the schools public water cost. See
the storage tanks in Figure 34.
 Wet areas and toilet areas have dual, low flow water systems. Floor
wastes are provided to deal with water splashes from basins.
Junctions between sanitary fixtures and adjacent wall/floor linings
are suitably sealed.

Figure 33

 The vehicular access and the pedestrian pathways throughout the
school grounds have appropriate falls to the drainage system.
 The internal lighting systems have automatic motion sensor
control and are designed to supplement the natural light from
windows, which assists with energy efficiency.

Figure 34

 The Principal made comment that due to the high quality materials
used, he believed there would not be many issues with keeping the
building in good condition.
 There is an enclosure area for rubbish storage. The area where the
bins are stored is fenced with a sealed asphalt ground to enable
ease of access in wet weather. See Figure 35.
Figure 35
Negatives:  The Principal has concerns over the quality of the entrance gates
and fencing. Individual fence bars have fallen out and wheels have
fallen off entrance gate. See Figure 36.
 Internal walls are already showing signs of marks, and the board
and finish are easily damaged according to staff. The Principal
commented that the Autex did not suffer this damage. Easily
damaged finishes and materials have a higher maintenance
requirement.

Figure 36

 White limestone chips and dust from the cycle/walking tracks stick
to shoes and become deposited around the school. The Principal
commented the limestone chip needs to be taken out as this is an
ongoing problem and will increase cleaning and maintenance
costs. See Figure 37.
 The hand railing up to the hall multi-purpose space has not been
sufficient to deal with school use. It is showing signs of significant
wear and tear, the railing is loose and threatening to come off
completely. See Figure 38.
Figure 37
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 The Principal suggested that the school’s Building Management
System (BMS) is not user friendly and too complex to understand.
He indicated that many different providers wanted to show him
how to do things and there was no way for him to retain all the
information. The BMS manual was presented on CD. It was felt
that an easy User Guide in a hard copy would be a better option.
 The Principal commented that the field overall had poor drainage.
During periods of heavy rain the water pools in the middle and
does not drain for several days.
 The school has CO2 sensors installed in every learning area. The
Principal commented that while these are good features, two have
malfunctioned and left burn marks on the walls.
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Figure 38

5 COMPLIANCE REGISTER
The Ministry of Education wishes to understand how building standards and specifications are being met. This will help
the Ministry gauge their property solution at the school in terms of technical performance, functionality, operational
processes and examine buildings as they are used by various stakeholders.
The register below provides an assessment of where the project has met both the stated Ministry and/or New Zealand
design standards and specifications in place at the time of the project. This is a high level assessment of compliance
based upon the documentation provided by the MoE and observations and user perceptions collected on site.
Additional compliance documentation can be found in Appendix 6.1 Compliance Documentation.

Summary of
Standards
Building Act 2004

Yes



No

N/A

Comments

Building Regulations
(NZBC)

Building consent was provided by Hamilton City Council in stages during
2014. Consent numbers:
- BC 2014/30597
- BC 2014/30421.

Resource
Management Act
1991

Building consent confirms that the design of Endeavour School complies
with Territorial requirements, Resource Management Act, the NZ Building
Code, and Building Act.

Local District Plan

Code of Compliance Documentation provided once the project was
completed is as follows:
- Blocks A, C & E - BC 2014/30597 - 15/7/15
- Block B Classrooms – BC 2014/30421 – 15/7/15
NOTE: Block D is a planned future development (not yet built) and as
such no CCC is required until this building has been constructed.
Planning permission was received on 3/3/14, based upon an outlined set
of works supplied to Hamilton City Council. This included a number of
recommendations from the Council to be considered in the developed
design.
Certificates of Public Use were granted on 5/12/14. These allow the
building to legally be occupied prior to issue of the final Code of
Compliance Certificate. The following CPUs were received for Endeavour
School:
- Block A – 5/12/14
- Block B - 18/12/14
- Blocks C, D & E - 13/2/15
The following practical completion certificates were issued, showing
completion and council approval of completed works:
- Block A – 5/12/14
- Block B – 5/1/15
- Block C, D & E – 26/2/15
The above documentation comprehensively covers the regulatory
compliance aspects of Endeavour School.

Building Warrant of
Fitness (BWOF)



The Building Warrant of Fitness (BWOF) was displayed at Endeavour
School as required, and was current at time of survey.
This document is evidence that the school is compliant with ongoing
maintenance requirements of the specified systems within the buildings.
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Summary of
Standards
Accessibility design
for people with
special needs

Yes



No

N/A

Comments
Based upon observations and measurements at Endeavour School, the
facilities are compliant with:
- ‘NZS 4121:2001 Design for Access and Mobility – Buildings and
Associated Facilities’.
Provision of ramps, balustrades, stairs, accessible routes, car parks,
accessible and high-dependency bathrooms, public desks/counters and
entrances all meet the minimum requirement of this standard. All
buildings at Endeavour School are single level, therefore there is no
requirement for lifts.
NOTE: At least one entrance into each space was compliant with the above
standard at Endeavour School, however it should be noted that the main
entry to reception is incorrectly marked as an accessible entry (it would be
non-compliant with the above standard based on the width of the
doorway). There is an alternative side entrance that was intended as the
accessible entry, based upon review of supplied documentation. It appears
the school staff may have incorrectly labelled the main entry with a mobility
sign. As there is an alternative accessible entry to reception, this area is still
compliant with the standard.

Acoustics



The MoE document “Designing Quality Learning Spaces – Acoustics”
published in 2007 outlines the requirements and suggestions for
improving acoustics within learning spaces.
Observations of layout and lining materials within learning spaces at
Endeavour School shows that the DQLS acoustic requirements were
adhered to during design.
Wall linings are plasterboard and fabric (Autex), and ceilings are
suspended acoustic tiles. Bulk insulation was installed to exterior walls,
and between some spaces internally, which also reduces the sound transfer
between these spaces.
Users indicated that high levels of noise were very rarely an issue within
the learning spaces, and felt that the open-plan flexible learning spaces
performed well from an acoustic perspective.
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Summary of
Standards
Flexible Learning
Spaces

Yes



No

N/A

Comments
As Endeavour School is a newly developed/constructed school, the MoE
requires its learning spaces to be Flexible Learning Spaces.
Complying requires a number of flexible space types to be defined within
the floorplans. These can be found within the FLS section of the MoE
website under Property.
Complying with the Flexible Learning Spaces requirement includes
ensuring the facilities meet the Designing Quality Learning Spaces
(DQLS) Guidelines also.
Endeavour School’s documentation, design drawings and master plan had
identified all the relevant flexible space types as required.
MoE approval documentation shows that the area allocations for these
spaces were in line with requirements of the time.
These spaces were observed on site as being in line with the documentation
and plans.
Users advised that the learning spaces were operating well, due in large
part to the flexibility of the various spaces within and adjacent to them, and
that this arrangement afforded them teaching opportunities that a
traditional classroom layout may not.

Fencing



The fencing at Endeavour School is compliant with The Fencing Act 1978.
The Act defines a number of terms around fencing, details the legal
obligations and rights of parties constructing a boundary fence, and
details the application of the act.
MoE guidelines for fences are in the form of recommendations. These
address aspects such as:
- Design and specification of types of fencing
- Designing low visual impact fencing
- Avoiding hazardous fencing (H&S Act 1992 is applicable to Endeavour
School)
- Further details for schools catering to special needs users.
Endeavour School featured metal pool fencing to the (south) front
entrance of the school and the carpark, as well as to the western
boundary. High timber fencing was provided to the other two property
boundaries. The southern boundary ends at a public road (Endeavour
Avenue), the western boundary ends at a council owned pedestrian
walkway. The northern and eastern boundaries are shared with
residential properties.
This fencing is in compliance with the Fencing Act 1978, and falls in line
with MoE guidelines for safety of users on site.
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Summary of
Standards
Fire Protection and
Fire Safety Design

Yes



No

N/A

Comments
The compliance schedule (12A) provided as part of the BWOF proves
compliance with NZ Building code, Resource Management Act and
territorial requirements on the systems listed below:
- SS 1.1 Automatic systems for fire suppression (sprinklers)
- SS 2.1 Automatic / manual emergency warning systems
- SS 3.2 Access controlled doors egress
- SS 4 Emergency Lighting Systems
- SS 7 Automatic Back-flow preventers
- SS 9 Air conditioning systems / smoke control
- SS 14.2 Signs for all systems
- SS 15-B Final exits – Means of escape
- SS 15-C Fire separation - Means of escape
- SS 15-D Signs – Means of Escape
- SS 15-E Smoke separation – Means of escape
According to MoE guidance, the fire alarm system must comply with:
- NZS 4512:2010, or
- School Fire Alarm Specifications (MOE SFA1 – 2006 MoE document
outlining MoE fire alarm requirements for BOT members)
The Building Warrant of Fitness was current and all systems compliant at
time of survey.
Endeavour School has an NZ Fire Service approved evacuation plan in
place, which is required by the MoE for all schools with greater than 100
occupants.
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Summary of
Standards
Glass

Yes



No

N/A

Comments
The current MoE requirements require Grade A Safety glass where:
- -there is a risk of people falling against it
- -in all doors and panels around doors
- In higher risk buildings (e.g. swimming pools and gyms)
- Where glass starts less than 1.6m from the lowest point (adjacent
ground/deck, etc.). Note this requirement is higher than that of NZS
4223:1999 which requires school buildings where glazing begins at
800mm or less from ground level to be safety glass)
In all other instances glass is required to be installed to:
- NZS 4223:1999 Glazing in Buildings – Human Impact Safety
Requirements (note – this standard has been superseded in 2016. The
2016 amendment is not applicable to Endeavour School due to it being
designed and built prior to that amendment)
- The particular clauses within this standard that apply only to schools
include 303.9 and 303.10
MoE guidelines also suggest (but do not require) implementing:
- Double glazing
- Anti-graffiti film
We were unable to determine precisely what MoE guidelines were in place
during the design of Endeavour School as MoE guidance has been updated
in April 2016, however the glazing is compliant with these more modern
guidelines.
Safety glass was installed in locations as defined above, and the install and
details in the as-built drawings showed compliance with the relevant NZ
standards listed above.
The following CCCs were issued that certify compliance with the NZ
standard, building code and territorial requirements is:
- Blocks A, C & E - BC 2014/30597 - 15/7/15
- Block B Classrooms – BC 2014/30421 – 15/7/15

Indoor Air Quality
and ventilation / Air
Conditioning



Ventilation at Endeavour School complies with the functional and
performance requirements of NZBC Clause G4 Ventilation.
The BWOF compliance document certified compliance with the following
standards and codes:
- NZBC G4/As1
- NZS 4303:1990 – Ventilation for acceptable indoor air quality
- AS/NZS 1669.2:2002
- AS/NZS 5261:2003
MoE requirements for ventilation and Indoor air quality are part of the
document “Designing Quality Learning Spaces: Ventilation and Indoor
Air Quality”.
Based upon user comments and observations, Endeavour School complied
with the “Best Practice” guidelines on pg51 of this document. The designed
air quality was compliant with the acceptable range as per NZS 4303:1990.

Lifts in School
Buildings



Endeavour School is comprised of single level buildings, therefore lifts are
not required and not installed.
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Summary of
Standards
Lighting

Yes



No

N/A

Comments
The compliance schedule provided as part of the BWOF proves compliance
on the systems listed below:
- SS 4 Emergency Lighting Systems
This shows compliance in design and performance with the following NZ
Building Code Standards:
- NZS 2293.2:1995 (UPS for emergency lighting)
Building consent approval indicates that the design of Endeavour School
was compliant with:
- NZBC Clause G8 – Artificial Lighting (to allow safe movement)
- AS/NZS 1680.2.4 1997 – Interior lighting – Part 2.4: Industrial tasks
and processes
- AS/NZS 1680.1 – Interior and workplace lighting – Part 1: General
principles and recommendations
Endeavour School made use of a combination of both natural lighting and
artificial fluorescent lighting to provide adequate visibility. Users reported
that they felt the lighting was good for the tasks they were undertaking in
each space.

Security



Observations at Endeavour School show that it complies with MoE
requirements for security design in schools, including the 2002 MoE
Standard specification for the supply and installation of a security alarm
system Part 2 (Technical Specification).
The above document includes a requirement for compliance with the
following NZ standards, which building consent approval certifies:
- NZS 4301:1993 Intruder Alarm Systems
- NZS 4512:1997 Fire Alarm Systems in Buildings
- NZ Electrical Wiring Regulations 1976 and Amendments
- NZ Radio Interference Regulations and Interference Notices (Radio
and Television)
- NZS 127:1949 Steel conduit and fittings (BS 31)
- NZS 1300:1965 General requirements for electrical appliances and
accessories
- NZS 4219:1983 Seismic Resistance of Engineering Systems in
Buildings
- NZS 6207:1892 Electrical wiring, UPVC conduit
- NZS 6601:1980 Safety requirements for mains operated electronic
and related apparatus for household and similar use
- NZS 9002:Quality Systems and Installation
The school also complies with current MoE requirements, which include:
- Security system provided which discourages people entering the
school without permission, alerts staff neighbours and passers-by that
someone has entered without permission, can scare off intruders
before they steal/do damage, alerts security guards.
The school also has a lock-down function for student security, should an
intruder enter site.
The Principal indicated that he was happy with the level of security
provided by the security systems at Endeavour School, and that the
perimeter security lighting systems assisted greatly in engaging the
community to keep a watchful eye on the grounds after schools hours.
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Summary of
Standards
Sprinkler systems

Yes



No

N/A

Comments
The compliance schedule provided as part of the BWOF proves compliance
on the systems listed below:
- SS 1.1 Automatic systems for fire suppression (sprinklers)
Endeavour School is fitted with an automatic fire sprinkler system installed
to NZS 4541:2013 NZBC C/AS1. The sprinkler system is heat activated, and
is connected to alert the NZ Fire Service.

Structural and
Geotechnical design



The building consent issued by Hamilton City Council covered the
structural and geotechnical aspects of the engineering and design in the
following 2014 documentation:
- BC 2014/30597
- BC 2014/30421.
These Code of Compliance Certificates certify that these aspects met NZ
Building Code and Territorial Authority requirements:
- Blocks A, C & E - BC 2014/30597 - 15/7/15
- Block B Classrooms – BC 2014/30421 – 15/7/15

Toilets



Compliance of bathrooms and toilets is assessed against:
- NZBC G1 Personal Hygiene (October 2011)
This standard sets out spatial requirements of bathrooms, as well as the
required provision of sanitary fixtures for the number of occupants in the
building. It defines how many people the facilities must be designed for (a
factor of the total number of users of the building), as well as, for example,
details such as number of urinals per cistern.
There were no further requirements specific to the MoE at the time of
design of Endeavour School.
The design of the bathrooms meets the intent of NZBC G1, and meets the
spatial and layout requirements set out in NZBC G1/AS1. The requirements
are met in terms of the number of sanitary fixtures, baths and showers for
number of occupants in the school.
MoE guidelines have been observed. These include ensuring there are high
dependency spaces for users and ensuring that toilets are accessible to all
users in the space, which the design of Endeavour School complies with.
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Summary of
Standards
Weather-tightness

Yes



No

N/A

Comments
A weathertightness review of the design documentation for Endeavour
School was undertaken in two stages by consulting firm Mott MacDonald:
- Weathertightness Review Report 22 April 2014
- Weathertightness Review Report 30 June 2014 (Buildings A, C & E)
The initial weathertightness review (22/4/14) concluded: “that there are
now reasonable grounds for believing that the design complies with sound
weathertightness practice”, with only one suggestion for improving one
designed detail.
The second weathertightness review concluded the same, with only very
minor corrections to the notes to one detail.
These documents show that the reviews were acknowledged by the
designer, responded to, and recommended changes implemented.
The above timings fall appropriately within our understanding of the
project timeline, and indicate the design meets best practice requirements
for weathertightness.
The current MoE weather-tightness and Durability requirements for
schools were published in August 2014, and are therefore not applicable to
Endeavour School. MoE requirements that were in force at the time of the
design and construction of Endeavour School were not available for
reference.
Observations on site revealed that the selected claddings and materials are
in line with current MoE requirements listed in the August 2014
Weathertightness and Durability Requirements.
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6 APPENDICES
6.1 COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION
The following documentation has been appended to this report as evidence of compliance with the relevant MoE
guidelines, NZ standards and requirements of the territorial authority:
-

Code of compliance certificates
Certificates of Public Use
Hamilton City Council Planning Approval
Weathertightness review 22/4/14
Weathertightness review 22/4/14
Certificates of Practical Completion
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Memorandum

To Dylan Workman of
Frequency Project
Management

From John Sutherland

Our reference 301819 Endeavour
Primary School 131

Date 22 April 2014

Your Reference 60308850

dylan@frequencyprojects.co.nz
Michael Bilsborough of
AECOM
michael.bilsborough@aecom.com
Office Auckland

Subject

Endeavour Primary School
Weathertightness Review of Documents

Sign - off
We have reviewed documents for the above project issued for ‘Building Consent’, received
by email on 11/03/2014 and approved for review on 17/03/14. We have issued a
Commentary based on the Architectural drawings listed in our Commentary document dated
20/03/2014.
The Designer’s response to this commentary was formally received on 17/04/2014 by email.
Detail 2, Drawing no. AR250: Our experience with the product leads us to recommend
closing off the insulation exposed at the bottom cut above the gutter with a flashing riveted
up to the underside metal or some other means, even though Kingspan may not show it.
Overall the above is a minor issue easily addressed by the Designer in coming phases and
we would like your confirmation that it has been instructed. All other responses to previous
queries are considered to be satisfactory.

As a result of this process we can confirm that there are now reasonable grounds for
believing that the design complies with sound weathertightness practice.

This document is issued for the Ministry of Education who commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above
project. It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose. We accept no responsibility for the
consequences of this document being relied on by any other party, or being used for any other purpose, or containing any error
or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.

1

Memorandum

To AECOM NZ Ltd

From Monette Goco

Our reference 301819 Endeavour
Primary School 131

Office Auckland

Date 18 March 2014

Your Reference

Subject

Endeavour Primary School

Weathertightness Review of Documents
The Documents
This set of drawings issued for “Building Consent” is dated 27 February 2014 and consisted of
thirty-four drawings. Of this group the following were considered relevant and were reviewed:
60308850-AR-010

-

Overall Site Plan

60308850-AR-011

-

Partial Site Plan

60308850-AR-205

-

Perspectives – Building B

60308850-AR-210

-

Ground Floor Plan – Building B

60308850-AR-211

-

Ground Floor Finishes Plan – Building B

60308850-AR-212

-

Slab Layout Plan – Building B

60308850-AR-214

-

Roof Plan – Building B

60308850-AR-215

-

Reflected Ceiling Plan

60308850-AR-220

-

Amenities Layout Plan – Building B

60308850-AR-230

-

Elevations – Building B

60308850-AR-231

-

Reference Elevations – Building B

60308850-AR-240

-

Sections – Building B

60308850-AR-241

-

Sections – Building B

60308850-AR-242

-

Sections – Building B

60308850-AR-243

-

Sections – Building B

60308850-AR-250

-

Roof Details – Building B

60308850-AR-251

-

Roof Details – Building B

60308850-AR-252

-

Window & Door Joinery Details – Building B

60308850-AR-253

-

Window & Door Joinery Details – Building B

60308850-AR-254

-

Cladding Details – Building B

60308850-AR-290

-

Door Schedule – Building B

60308850-AR-291

-

Exterior Window Schedule – Building B
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Summary
We have reviewed the Architectural Drawings issued by AECOM NZ Ltd resulting in our
comments as summarized below. They are set out for discussion, alteration or
confirmation. MOE General comments refer to issues that have arisen on most MOE
projects and must be complied with. Project General comments refer to issues that have
occurred more than once on drawings within the Project Drawings set.
Please also refer to Drawing Specific comments and commented drawings.
Drawing
Reference

Reviewer Comment

Response

MOE General

Air Seal: MOE recommends that the internal air
seal be a wet (more compressible) seal rather than
an expanding (more rigid) foam seal.
However please note that the compatibility between
sealant (air seal) and flashing tape can be an issue
in that some brands of flashing tapes are not
compatible with typical sealants (e.g. Sikaflex AT
Façade) due to the presence of bitumen.
Many flashing tapes are polymeric products
containing bitumen and they do not have any
barrier to plasticiser migration from the sealant. To
resolve this Danco TD 830 aluminium foil tape can
be used in addition to the flashing tape to provide a
reliable separating medium, refer Sika advice note
01 March 2010.
Other sealants may be able to present evidence of
compatibility with flashing tapes and may be used
without separating foil tape provided substantive
evidence is given.
Please confirm material of air seal and flashing
tape on the drawings and/or the specification.
Flashings: Please ensure that flashings are
supported by mechanical fixings.
Please review the use of flashing material where
regular maintenance and compliance with specified
roofing requirements may be problematic for precoated steel.
Please show overlap detail in between flashing
joints.
Differential building movement: Structural
beams above and below windows and doors
usually have different expected deflections which
result in expected vertical differential movement.
It is always recommended to keep the windows
separate from the structure, i.e. window-structure
2

Memorandum

To Dylan Workman of
Frequency Project
Management

From John Sutherland

Our reference 301819 Endeavour
Primary School (A,C,E) 147

Date 30 June 2014

Your Reference 60308850

dylan@frequencyprojects.co.nz
Nick Shackleton of AECOM
Nick.Shackleton@aecom.com
Office Auckland

Subject

Endeavour Primary School – Buildings A, C & E
Weathertightness Review of Documents

Sign - off
We have reviewed documents for the above project issued for ‘Building Consent’, received
by email on 28/04/2014 and approved for review on 17/03/14. We have issued a
Commentary based on the Architectural drawings listed in our Commentary document dated
22/05/2014.
The Designer’s response to the first commentary was formally received on 03/06/2014 by
email. We issued a second Commentary document dated 13/06/2014.
The Designer has responded to our second commentary and was formally received on
20/06/2014.
Tile feature wall: We have received an email from Les Clapcott dated 30 June 2014 and he
has confirmed that the MOE will not accept the use of tiles for any school project. Please
provide us with information on the replacement finish and construction details.
Drain holes on UB Steel Detail at Building A: Detail 3 of Drawing AR-151 still notes
“10mm Ø drainage holes @ 1200 centres” although it was confirmed to be deleted.
Overall the above are issues easily addressed by the Designer in coming phases and we
would like your confirmation that it has been instructed. All other responses to previous
queries are considered to be satisfactory.

As a result of this process we can confirm that there are now reasonable grounds for
believing that the design complies with sound weathertightness practice.
This document is issued for the Ministry of Education who commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above
project. It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose. We accept no responsibility for the
consequences of this document being relied on by any other party, or being used for any other purpose, or containing any error
or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
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Memorandum

To Dylan Workman, Frequency
Project Management

From Monette Goco/John
Sutherland

Our reference 301819 Endeavour
Primary School Buildings A-C-E
147

Date 13/05/2014

Your Reference 60308850

dylan@frequencyprojects.co.nz
Kate Woolley, AECOM
kate.woolley@aecom.com
Office Auckland

Subject

Endeavour Primary School – Buildings A, C & E

Weathertightness Review of Documents
The Documents
The project received Approval to review on 17 March 2014. The set of drawings issued for
Building Consent is dated 11 April 2014, and received on 28 April 2014. It consisted of 84
drawings. Of this group, the following were considered relevant and were reviewed:
Drawing/Sheet no.
BUILDING A
AR-105
AR-110
AR-114
AR-130
AR-131
AR-132
AR-140
AR-141
AR-142
AR-143
AR-144
AR-145
AR-146
AR-150
AR-151
AR-152
AR-153
AR-154
AR-160
AR-161
AR-162
AR-163
AR-190
AR-195
AR-196
BUILDING C
AR-305
AR-301

Description
Perspectives
Ground Floor Plan
Roof Plan
Elevations
Elevations
Elevations
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections
Roof Details
Roof Details
Roof Details
Roof Details
Roof Details
Cladding Details
Cladding Details
Cladding Details
Cladding Details
Door Schedule
Exterior Joinery Schedule
Exterior Joinery Schedule
Perspectives
Project Notes
1
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AR-310
AR-313
AR-314
AR-330
AR-340
AR-341
AR-342
AR-350
AR-351
AR-352
AR-353
AR-354
AR-355
AR-360
AR-361
BUILDING E
AR-015
AR-030
AR-040
AR-050
AR-051
AR-090

Ground Floor Plan
Setout Plan
Roof Plan
Elevations
Elevations
Sections
Sections
Typical Details
Typical Details
Typical Details
Typical Details
Typical Details
Typical Details
Window Schedule
Door Schedule
Ground Floor & Roof Plan
Elevations
Sections
Details
Details
Door Schedule

Summary
We have reviewed the Architectural Drawings issued by AECOM NZ Ltd. resulting in our
comments as summarized below. They are set out for discussion, alteration or
confirmation. MOE General comments refer to issues that have arisen on most MOE
projects and must be complied with if they apply. Project General comments refer to
issues that have occurred more than once on drawings within the Project Drawings set.
Please also refer to Drawing Specific comments.
Drawing
Reference

Reviewer Comment

Response

MOE General

Air Seal: MOE recommends that the internal air
seal around windows and doors be a wet (more
compressible) seal rather than an expanding (more
rigid) foam seal.
However please note that the compatibility between
sealant (air seal) and flashing tape can be an issue
in that some brands of flashing tapes are not
compatible with typical sealants because many
commonly used flashing tapes are polymeric
products containing bitumen and they do not have
any barrier to plasticiser migration from the sealant.
To resolve this Danco TD 830 aluminium foil tape
may be used in addition to the flashing tape to
provide a reliable separating medium.
Other sealants may be able to present evidence of
2

6.2 DESIGN SITE PLAN
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6.3 DESIGN FLOOR PLANS
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6.4 CLIENT SUPPLIED INFORMATION

Information supplied by MOE – Endeavour School, Hamilton










New School Assessment Report (Weathertightness) – Mott MacDonald – April 2014
Floor area assessment sheets for all buildings.
Architect’s design render of school.
Design Documentation for Endeavour School
Endeavour School Maintenance Plan
Endeavour School Project Management Plan
Funding and Approval Documentation
Completion Documentation (CCC, PCU, PCC, HCC planning approval)
Contract Documentation
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New Zealand
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